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Abstract
Genuine lexical writing assistants that attempt to detect lexical errors such as miscollocations
are traditionally less common in Computer Assisted Language Learning than spell and
grammar checkers. However, there is empirical evidence of the importance of capturing and
correcting miscollocations in the writings of language learners, and therefore an increasing
number of proposals deals with the detection of errors in collocations and the delivery of lists
of correction suggestions. However, very few of these proposals take into account the varying
ease with which learners can master different collocation and miscollocation types, or the
fact that some collocation type errors might be more common than others, given that a
writing assistant should be capable of handling at least the most common types of
miscollocation. Furthermore, existing proposals explore collocation error-specific strategies,
implicitly assuming that with one universal strategy all types of miscollocations can be
detected and corrected. Our preliminary study, conducted on Spanish and French material,
highlights one type of collocation in which learners err the most: support verb constructions
(SVCs). To account for this, we explore a SVC-specific collocation error detection and
correction strategy.
Keywords: CALL, collocation (error) typology, collocation identification, collocation error
detection, collocation error correction

1. Introduction
Electronic lexicography supporters argue that e-lexicography needs to design new
applications that take advantage of the potential offered by the electronic medium,
while still drawing upon data from traditional lexicography (Gouws, 2011). From this
perspective, lexical writing assistants seem to be an ideal solution. On the one hand,
they imply the use of features offered only by the electronic medium (real time
interaction with the user, on-the-fly error detection, correction suggestions, etc.),
whereas on the other hand, they require the use of “traditional” data, i.e., lexical
resources.
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Genuine lexical writing assistants are much less common than spell and grammar
checkers 1 (although they are increasing; see below) and are not as mature:
performance tests show differences in quality between writing assistants that focus
on lexical errors; many of them achieve only a limited rates of successful error
recognition and/or correction. However, this is not only due to the immaturity of the
technologies. In addition, lexical errors are very heterogeneous (including, e.g.,
preposition use, choice of synonyms, word combinatorics etc.) are thus more difficult
to capture and, at the same time, very frequent in foreign language learners’ text
production (e.g., Granger, 2003 for French, Alonso Ramos et al., 2010b and Agustin
Llach, 2011 for Spanish).
In this paper, we address the problem of writing assistants for collocations, where
one of the elements of a combination (the base, B) is chosen freely and the other (the
collocate, C) is chosen idiosyncratically depending on B; cf., e.g., ask a question,
poser une question, hacer una pregunta, eine Frage stellen. Several studies show
that collocations pose major problems to language learners (see, among others,
Granger, 1998; Lewis, 2000; Nesselhauf, 2004, 2005; Lesniewska, 2006). Therefore,
it is not surprising that over the last decade, proposals for collocation writing
assistants have been put forward. Some of them allow for a verification of the
correctness of a combination introduced via an interactive interface as a collocation
and suggest, in the case of a presumed erroneous collocate, a list of possible
corrections. Others provide (usually lists of) suggestions for the correction of
detected collocation errors in the writing of learners (see, among others, Chang et al.,
2008; Park et al., 2008; Yin et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2010 ; Ferraro et
al., 2011, for a variety of different proposals).
Accuracy varies between proposals with respect to both recognition of collocation
errors and provision of correction suggestions. However, most proposals attempt to
cover all types of collocations (at least those with the same morpho-syntactic pattern:
usually, V+N or N+V collocations), applying the same error detection and correction
strategy. In light of the great variety of collocations, ranging from prototypical
support verb constructions such as take [a] walk to combinations with semantically
full verbs such as fulfill [a] condition, this might not be the best approach. Thus, on
the one hand, learners might have more problems with one specific type of
collocation than with others, whereas on the other hand, collocation type-specific
detection and correction strategies might be more efficient than a universal strategy.
To address these questions, we conducted research on French and Spanish texts, with
the goals of (i) investigating whether language learners show any preference with
respect to the use of a specific type of collocation and whether any peculiarities can be
observed with respect to the distribution of miscollocations in learners’ writings; and
1

Some of the spell and grammar checkers also try to detect and correct lexical errors.
However, we focus here on pure lexical “checkers”.
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(ii) assessing to what extent a universal strategy for the automatic detection and
correction of miscollocations is feasible or whether collocation type-specific
strategies are more promising. The outcome of our study was that learners make
more errors on support verb constructions (SVCs), which they use relatively often,
than on other V+N collocations, and that a collocation error detection and
correction strategy that specifically targets SVC errors is required. We propose
such
a
strategy,
which
we
ultimately
plan
to
integrate
into
the online application Interactive Language Toolbox (https://ilt.kuleuven.be/inlato/;
Verlinde
and
Peeters,
2012)
for
French,
and
HaRenEs
(http://patexpert-engine.upf.edu/HARenEs-devel/index.php) 2 for Spanish.
In the next section, we evaluate the collocation error type distribution in a fragment
of a Spanish learner corpus (showing that SVCs play an extraordinary role in learners’
writings) and explore the variety of strategies that can be applied to automatic
collocation error detection and correction, assessing whether all of them are equally
well-suited for all types of collocation. Section 3 elaborates on a possible strategy for
the detection of SVC errors and their correction. In Section 4, we show how the
collocation error detection/correction functionality can be integrated into a writing
assistant environment. In section 5 we draw some conclusions from our presentation
and outline the directions of our future work in the area of automatic collocation
error detection and correction.

2. What should a collocation-oriented
writing assistant focus on?
As aforementioned, collocations are of different types and levels of complexity. They
are not all likely to be of the same relevance to learners (in the sense that some may
be less common than others) or to pose equal difficulties to the learners. Their
varying complexity has additional consequences for the prospect of successful
automatic recognition and correction in the case of erroneous use or composition:
some will be easier to recognize and more accurately corrected by the given
state-of-the-art techniques than others; and some will require additional techniques.
Surprisingly, very few studies in Computer Assisted Language Learning (CALL) that
deal with collocations address these questions: neither from the didactic nor the
computational perspective. In cases where a proposal focuses on a distinct
collocation type, this is nearly always performed ad hoc, with no theoretical
justification, while strategies for automatic detection and correction of errors of
collocations do not usually cope better with any particular type. In what follows, we
attempt to shed some light on these questions.

2

HaRenEs stands for “Herramienta de Ayuda a la Redacción en Español: Procesamiento de
Colocaciones”.
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2.1 A closer look at the use of collocations
Collocations can be distinguished with respect to their syntactic patterns and
semantic features. In the past, different types of typologies have been suggested; see,
e.g., Hausmann (1985) and Heid (1996), who propose distinction between V+N,
Adj+N, N+N, Adv+V, and Adv+Adj combinations; and Benson et al. (1997), who
distinguishes between eight types of grammatical collocations and seven types of
lexical collocations, some of them based on syntactic and some on semantic grounds.
The most detailed and homogeneous typology is provided by lexical functions (LFs)
as introduced in the Explanatory Combinatorial Lexicology (Mel’cuk, 1995). Each LF
is characterized by a specific syntactic pattern and a semantic interpretation. The
team led by M. Alonso Ramos of the University of La Coruña analyzed the use of
collocations in a fragment of the Spanish learner corpus CEDEL2 3, with the LFs as
reference typology. In total, 1948 LF instances have been identified;
Of them, 1491 were correct and 457 erroneous (i.e., about 23.5% of all used
collocations were wrong). Of the correct collocations, 532 (35.7%) were LFs that
capture SVCs. 4 The share of the other LFs was considerably lower: e.g., the LF
‘intensity’ (Magn) was used 97 times (6.55%) and the ‘causation’ (CausFunc) 87 times.
From the 457 erroneous collocation instances, 110 (24%) were instances of the
SVC-LFs; 83 were instances of the LFs ‘realize’ or ‘fulfill’ (Real); and 26 (5.69%) LFs
CausFunc. The frequency of erroneous use of the other LFs oscillated between 1 and 9.
It seems therefore clear that SVCs are both more used and more erred in by learners. 5
Previous studies also show that SVCs constitute a major challenge for learners. This is
plausible because SVCs tend to be idiosyncratic, i.e., language-specific and
unpredictable. 6 Thus, Nesselhauf (2004) reports an error rate of 32% of SVCs with
the verb ‘to make’ produced by advanced learners of English with German as L1. Most
mistakes were due to the inappropriate use of the verb. Bolly (2010:188) comes to a
similar conclusion in a study on learners of French with Dutch and English as L1 with
respect to the verb faire ‘to make’.
3

CEDEL2 is an L1 English-L2 Spanish learner corpus under construction by Cristóbal
Lozano in the framework of a bigger corpus-oriented project directed by Amaya
Medikoetxea at the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid. Currently, CEDEL2 contains about
730,000 words of essays in Spanish on a predefined range of topics by native speakers of
English and (to a smaller extent, for contrastive studies) by native speakers of Spanish. The
level of Spanish of the authors of the essays varies from “elementary”, “lower intermediate”,
“intermediate”, and “advanced” to “very advanced”. For further information on CEDEL2
see http://www.uam.es/proyectoinv/woslac/cedel2.htm; cf. also Lozano (2009).

4

For readers familiar with LFs: the LFs in question were Oper1/2/3; A detailed presentation
of the LFs can be found in (Mel’čuk, 1996).

5

Note, however, that this does not mean that the share of erroneous SVCs in all used SVCs is
bigger than in the case of other collocation types. For instance, in our study, the share of
erroneous SVCs oscillated around 17%, while the share of erroneous ‘fulfill’ collocations
(Real) in the total of the used ‘fulfill’ collocations was about 25%.

6

As shown in (Alonso Ramos et al., 2011), in a significant number of SVC errors, learners
either literally translate L1 collocates into L2, or, on the contrary, attempt to avoid
collocates that they perceive as a “too similar to” the L1 collocates.
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The consequence we can draw from this abundance of SVCs is that the detection of
SVC errors and their correction is a high priority task of collocation-oriented writing
assistants across different L2s. The prominence of other types of miscollocations may
depend more on L2; additional studies, such as that conducted by Alonso Ramos et al.
(2010b), are needed to obtain a clearer picture in this respect.
2.2 A closer look at collocation error detection
Collocation error detection passes through collocation identification. In
Computational Linguistics, collocation detection in corpora has been discussed and
studied since the late eighties (cf. e.g., Choueka, 1988; Church and Hanks, 1989;
Smadja, 1993). Mostly, word co-occurrence frequency-oriented metrics are used; see
Pecina (2008) for an extensive list of such metrics. Wanner (2004) and Wanner et al.
(2005) are among the few reports of semantic co-occurrence instead of word
co-occurrence. In CALL, where the interest in collocations is considerably more
recent, word co-occurrence metrics for the identification of miscollocations and
collocations in a reference corpus are equally prominent (see, e.g., Yin et al., 2008;
Chang et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2009; Dahlmeier and Ng, 2011; Ferraro et al., 2011). A
co-occurrence (most often V+N co-occurrences) is considered a miscollocation if its
frequency in a reference corpus is below a given threshold. Using this technique,
Chang et al. (2008) report a precision of 97.5% for the recognition of English
collocations and 90.7% for the recognition of English miscollocations from learners
with Chinese as L1; Ferraro et al. (2011) report an accuracy of 90% for the recognition
of Spanish miscollocations from learners with English as L1.
Obviously, this implies that correct rare (e.g., literary) collocations will be qualified as
miscollocations. However, the results of collocation classification experiments
suggest that this risk is likely to vary between collocation types. Thus, Moreno et al.
(2013) report on a higher accuracy of the recognition of genuine SVCs (Oper1-LFs)
than of other types of collocation by a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier when
Vs are used as classification features. Our study in Section 2.1 also suggests that SVCs
are common and thus the risk of interpretation of a rare SVC as a miscollocation by a
frequency-based metric is reduced. 7 Furthermore, SVCs are a type of lexical
co-occurrence that tends to be included in general purpose dictionaries, such that
lists of SVCs to match with (as, e.g. Shei and Pain, 2000) during the collocation error
detection procedure are more likely to be retrieved for SVCs.
2.3 A closer look at collocation error correction
State-of-the-art collocation error correction strategies are more diverse than
(mis)collocation recognition strategies. Some focus on L1 interference in learners (see,
e.g., Chang et al., 2008 and Dahlmeier and Ng, 2011). Chang et al. (2008) first extract

7

This assumption requires further verification by broader empirical studies.
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V+N co-occurrences from a given written text. Then, they check the extracted
co-occurrences against a collocation list previously obtained from a reference corpus.
Co-occurrences not found in the collocation list are variegated in that their verbal
elements are substituted by all English translations of their L1 counterpart (Chinese,
in this case) in an electronic dictionary. The variants are again matched against the
collocation list. The resulting matching co-occurrences containing the noun of a
non-matching co-occurrence are offered as correction suggestions. The Mutual
Reciprocal Rank (MRR) of the correction list is reported to reach 0.66.
Dahlmeier and Ng (2011) work with confusion sets of semantically similar words.
Given an input text in L2, they generate L1 paraphrases, which are then looked up in
a large parallel corpus to obtain the most likely L2 co-occurrences. For this strategy,
they report a precision of 38%.
Futagi et al. (2008) target the detection of miscollocations in learner writings,
without considering the correction. Unlike the above proposals, they are not
restricted to V+N co-occurrences. But similarly to Chang et al. (2008), they extract
the co-occurrences from a learner text, variegate them and subsequently look up the
original co-occurrence and its variants in a reference list to decide on its status. To
obtain the variants, they apply spell checking, vary articles and inflections and use
WordNet to retrieve synonyms of the collocate.
Wu et al. (2010) use a classifier to provide a number of collocate corrections. The
classifier takes the learner sentence as lexical context. The probability predicted by
the classifier for each suggestion is used to rank the suggestions. According to the
evaluation included in Wu et al. (2010), an MRR of 0.518 for the first five correction
suggestions has been achieved.
Liu et al. (2009) retrieve miscollocation correction suggestions from a reference
corpus using three metrics: (i) mutual information (Church and Hanks, 1989), (ii)
semantic similarity of an incorrect collocate to other potential collocates based on
their distance in WordNet, and (iii) the membership of the incorrect collocate with a
potential correct collocate in the same “collocation cluster”. 8 A combination of
(ii)+(iii) leads to the best precision achieved for the suggestion of a correction:
55.95%. A combination of (i)+(ii)+(iii) leads to the best precision, 85.71%, when a list
of five possible corrections is returned.
Ferraro et al. (2011) suggest a two-stage strategy for correction of miscollocations in
Spanish. The first stage is rather similar to the one proposed by Futagi et al. (2008):
it retrieves the synonyms of the collocate in the miscollocation in question from a
number of auxiliary resources (including thesauri, bilingual L1-L2 dictionaries, etc.)
and combines them with the base of the miscollocation to candidate corrections. The

8

Roughly speaking, members of the same “collocation cluster” are values of the same LF.
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candidate corrections that are valid collocations of Spanish are returned as correction
suggestions. In the case that none are, the second stage applies a metric to retrieve
correction suggestions. Three metrics have been investigated: affinity metric, lexical
context metric and context feature metric. The context feature metric, which uses the
contextual features of the miscollocation (tokens, PoS tags, punctuation, grammatical
functions, etc.), performed best in that it achieved an MRR of the top five suggestions
of 0.72.
Again, we can observe that all proposed miscollocation correction strategies are
assumed to be equally valid for any type of miscollocation. This can be considered a
valid assumption if we dispose of (i) a universal technique to identify the meaning
intended by the learner when using the miscollocation (or, in other words, to
automatically classify miscollocations in terms of a (semantically-motivated)
collocation error typology as proposed by, e.g., Alonso Ramos et al., 2010b); and (ii) a
universal technique to identify collocations of a specific type (LF) in a reference
corpus. Since, to the best of our knowledge, no collocation error classification
techniques are as yet available and, as we have seen in Section 2.2, state-of-the-art
techniques cannot be used to retrieve collocations of a given type (at least not with an
equal accuracy), collocation type-specific miscollocation correction techniques seem
more promising. In the light of the characteristics of SVCs (see above), it is especially
promising to single out SVC error correction.

3. Towards SVC error correction
In this section, we present an experimental set up of SVC error detection and
correction. The setup involves the following stages:
1. Detection of binary word co-occurrences that are potential SVCs.
2. Assessment of their correctness.
3. In case of being judged incorrect, suggestion of a ranked list of corrections.
Each of these stages shall now be discussed in turn.
3.1 Detection of SVC candidates
Since SVCs are verb + object co-occurrences, the most reliable way to obtain
candidate SVCs is dependency parsing. However, off-the-shelf parsers tend not to
perform well on non-native texts; see, e.g. Heift and Schulze (2007); Krivanek and
Meurers (2011). Therefore, many authors use simpler and more reliable (although
more approximate) approaches. For instance, Wanner et al. (2005) use a chunker,
while Yin et al. (2008), Chang et al. (2008), Ferraro et al. (2011) and others extract
N+V co-occurrences identified within a sequence of words of a specific length, i.e.,
PoS tags. In our preliminary experiments, we also use only PoS. Obviously, this
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low-tech practice can (and should) be improved to obtain optimal candidates as it
collects both collocations and free word combinations. Without any analysis, the
subject/object relation between noun and verb also remains unclear. However, this is
a fast and quite robust approach, the quality of which is sufficient for our first round
of experiments.
3.2 Assessment of the correctness of a candidate
As discussed in subsection 2.2, assessment of the collocation status of an extracted
word combination and examination of the correctness of a collocation candidate can
be done in one stage, using the same technique. For SVCs, two techniques seem most
straightforward. The first is to match a given candidate co-occurrence with
collocation lists compiled from existing (collocation) dictionaries (see the
Introduction). Thus, for French, data from Fontenelle (1997) and Dafles (Selva,
Verlinde and Binon, 2002) can be exploited; for our experiment, we compiled a
matrix of a non-exhaustive list of 233 support verbs, combined with 673 different
nominal bases. For Spanish, DICE (Alonso Ramos, 2004; Alonso Ramos et al., 2010a)
currently contains 21,324 collocations, a significant part of which are SVCs. With
extensive collocation lists at hand, a very high accuracy of collocation error
recognition can be achieved.
The second technique is to draw on the distribution of SVCs in corpora. Thus, since
we can assume that SVCs are used considerably more often than other types of
collocations (see also subsection 2.1), a simple frequency-based technique is likely to
suffice: a V+N co-occurrence whose context of use shows significant similarity with
the average context of an SVC, but whose frequency is significantly below the average
frequency of known SVCs, can be assumed to be an SVC miscollocation.
3.3 Correction of collocation errors
In order to find the most relevant suggestions for incorrect collocates, possible
candidates have to be selected and ordered according to specific criteria, before they
are presented to the user. Subsequently, either a list of possible corrections or the
most relevant (or plausible) correction can be offered. As mentioned above, the
limited accuracy of the state-of-the-art collocation correctors suggests caution and
provides (ranked) correction candidate lists from which the user can choose.
Due to the observed distribution of SVCs, we can assume that a given noun is more
likely to co-occur in a reference corpus with its support verbs (forming SVCs) than
with any other verbs. As a consequence, we can retrieve the most likely (or most
prominent) verbal co-occurrences as correction suggestions for the noun in question.
In the context of our experiments on French, we explored some standard likeliness
measures: frequency, an association measure (Z-score) and the product of both
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metrics. 9 According to the MRR of the top five suggestions for the 673 nominal bases
we analyzed, Z-score and the product of this association measure with frequency lead
to the best results: 0.87 and 0.88 of MRR. Both measures are superior to simple
frequency, which seems to be used, e.g., by the MUST collocation checker 10 for
ranking their correction suggestions, because they give less weight to very frequent
verbs (avoir, être, faire). They are comparable to the performance of the ranking
metrics used in the Just The Word (jtw) collocation checker. 11

%

Once the list of possible corrections of a miscollocation has been determined and
ranked, we need to decide how many candidates should be proposed to the user, i.e.,
from which rank do we believe the uncertainty of the proposed correction to still be
appropriate; and indeed an SVC is too high. The graph in Figure 1 provides some
evidence on this.
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Figure 1: The quality of the SV correction suggestions,
depending on the number of presented suggestions

The red line indicates the percentage of support verbs (SVs) that are available for a
given base (noun) in the set of suggestions offered to the user, depending on the size
of the set. It shows that nearly all SVs are contained in the first eight correction
suggestions. The blue line indicates the percentage of SVs in the set of correction
suggestions, again depending on the size of the set. It shows that in our experiment
on French the first suggested collocate was indeed a support verb for 73% of the bases
considered.
9

As argued previously, our experience is that purely frequency-based measures tend to
perform well for SVCs since SVCs are rather common.

10

http://miscollocation.appspot.com/; http://candle.fl.nthu.edu.tw:9000/

11

http://www.just-the-word.com/. Consider, for illustration, the ranking of the correction
suggestions provided by jtw for make a walk:
http://www.just-the-word.com/main.pl?word=make+a+walk&alternatives=alternatives&c
db=thesaurus
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The more suggestions, however, the greater the number of non-relevant verbs: with
eight suggestions, only 35% are SVs. At the same time, more different support verbs
are displayed if the number of suggestions increases, leading to a better coverage of
all uses of SVs (or Oper-LFs).
In general, each application will need to decide on where to draw the line and how
many correction suggestions to show. What is important is that the decision be
informed.

4. Integrated online writing assistants
The programs for collocation error detection and correction (be they collocation
type-specific or generic) can be used either as collocation checker demons, integrated
into an editor and switched on or off by the user as deemed appropriate, or integrated
into an online writing assistant; see, e.g., StringNet, 12 MUST or Just The Word. It is
the latter option that we have chosen for both French and Spanish. For French, the
automatic correction of collocation errors, limited to N+V and V+N SVC
combinations is due to be integrated into the Interactive Language Toolbox website.
For Spanish, the corresponding module is integrated into the HaRenEs writing
assistant environment.
In what follows, we briefly present each of these environments.
4.1 Interactive Language Toolbox
This online application offers access to the most relevant online lexicographical
resources available for Dutch, English and French (predictive writing aid) and a spell,
grammar and lexical checker for French (corrective writing aid) 13 ; see Ziyuan
(2012).
As shown in Figure 2, the application will not only display a list of alternatives for
incorrect collocate selection, but will also give more information on the real use of
word combinations with information on determiner use, for instance, (Figure 3) or
authentic examples taken from a corpus or found on the web. Figure 3 shows that in
almost 91% of corpus occurrences, the determiner des is used to combine forces (base)
with reprendre (collocate).

12

http://www.lexchecker.org/

13

Similar checkers for Academic Dutch and Dutch as a foreign language are in development
and we plan to conceive a similar tool for Academic English.
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Figure 2: Interactive Language Toolbox: automatic collocation error detection and correction

Figure 3: Interactive Language Toolbox: usage notes

In the advanced version, contextual information will aim to be even more extensive,
similar to StringNet (Wible and Tsao, 2012).
4.2 HaRenEs Writing Assistant
The HaRenEs Writing Assistant is currently being developed in a common project by
the University of La Coruña and Pompeu Fabra University. It allows the learner to
verify the correctness of a specific Spanish collocation and, in the case of
incorrectness, solicit correction suggestions, solicit examples of the use of a given
collocation in context (in the reference corpus), and solicit the correction of
collocations in a writing, etc. Figure 4 shows a snapshot of the user interface of the
prototypical implementation of HaRenEs.
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Figure 4: User interface of HaRenEs

Figure 5 shows the correction suggestions provided for the erroneous collocation
tomar [un] paseo, lit. ‘take [a] walk’.
In an advanced version of the HaRenEs environment, users will be able to configure
strategies for collocation error recognition and correction, choosing to either focus on
selected types of collocations or to capture all collocations, but apply collocation
type-specific error detection and correction strategies, to the extent available.

Figure 5: Correction suggestions provided by HaRenEs
for tomar [un] paseo, lit. ‘take [a] walk’

5. Conclusions
As already demonstrated by previous works (see, e.g., Nesselhauf, 2004, Bolly, 2010)
and as further supported by the studies presented in section 2 above, not all types of
collocations are equally used by language learners and not all types pose the same
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difficulty to learners. SVCs are the most problematic collocations for learners (at least
for English learners of Spanish), such that the detection of their erroneous use and
correction is of high priority.
To account for this need, we argue for collocation type specific error detection and
correction strategies. For SVC verification and correction (collocation) dictionaries
can play an important role. Thus, parallel corpora available on the Internet may fill
existing gaps in traditional (translation) dictionaries, but non-native users will feel
equally uncomfortable facing the amount of data provided by these applications. The
need for a translation dictionary which offers translations in a more systematic way,
for instance according to Mel’čuk’s lexical functions as suggested by Kjaersgaard
(2006), has been expressed for some time (see, e.g. Atkins, 1996; Danlos and
Samvelian, 1992), but remains urgent.
On the other hand, corpus-based metrics that draw upon the insight that SVCs are
the most common collocations are of relevance. A combination of lexicographic data,
corpus analysis tools, and results and statistics combined with NLP-derived data thus
provides new opportunities for (e-)lexicography.
In general, collocation error correction programs are a crucial writing aid for any L2
speaker. Such programs can be either used in a stand-alone sense (in the way the
Interactive Language Toolbox and HaRenEs are currently conceived) to be consulted
during writing, or be integrated into editor environments, such that an erroneous
collocation is automatically highlighted and correction suggestions are offered upon
request of the writer.
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